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“Resilience” - Mi’kmaq Universe by Teresa Marshall (2005)
Acrylic on canvas (132 x 134 cm)
Collection of Indigenous and Northern Affairs, Canada

There are six worlds within the Mi'kmaq cosmology, each complete in itself. Collectively these layers exist as the Mi'kmaq Universe. In this animate
cosmology, our language mirrors our beliefs that the land, sea and sky are possessed of powers we call mntu. The sun, stars and constellations are
also central to our worldview. As the giver of life, the sun, Niscaminou or grandfather, met our needs and gave us power to overcome our enemies.
and bountiful harvests. – Teresa Marshall
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Béla Bartók playing a Hudy-Gurdy, 1914

Thank you for your courage in preserving tradition.
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“Resillience” was recorded at Domaine Forget in Charlevoix, Quebec in early February 2022 by
world-renonwed tonmeister Martha de Francisco and produced by Leaf Music through a generous grant from
the Canada Council for the Arts.
Inspired by the cross cultural musical legacy of Béla Bartók, this project speaks to the primary social, cultural
and ecological challenge of our time. Guided by Bartok’s ground-breaking research of folk and peasant
melodies, the musical works and artistic collaborators in this album share a common vision of the critical role
of preserving musical tradition for the future of our civilization and life on earth.
Emmanuel Vukovich, 2022

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

“Resilience has been most frequently deﬁned as positive adaptation despite adversity.
Recently, however, research has begun to recognize that much of what seems to promote
resilience originates outsides of the individual. This has led to a search for resilience factors at
the individual, family, community - and, most recently, cultural levels.”
Canadian Health Institute, 2022

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

1. Sheila Silver - "Resilient Earth" Solo Violin Caprices (2022)
i. The Chipmunks & the Owl
2. Dinuk Wijeratne - Sonata for violin & Piano (2022)
i. Intrada: Allegro - Meno mosso e rubato - Gently ﬂowing
3. Béla Bartók - Sonata for Solo Violin Sz. 117, BB 124 (1944)
i. Tempo di ciaccona

9. Zosha Di Castri - Patina, for solo violin (2018)
contemplative, intimate, earthy tone
10. Béla Bartók - Sonata for Solo Violin Sz. 117, BB 124 (1944)
iii. Melodia: Adagio
11. Béla Bartók - Sonata for Solo Violin Sz. 117, BB 124 (1944)
iv. Presto

4. Serbo-Croatian, Rumanian & Turkish Folk Melodies (2022)
i. Şafağın Ağzı "Mouth of the Dawn" - Morning Song

5. Sheila Silver - "Resilient Earth" Solo Violin Caprices (2022)
ii. Stillness by the Pond
6. Béla Bartók - Sonata for Solo Violin Sz. 117, BB 124 (1944)
ii. Fuga: Risoluto non troppo vivo
7. Serbo-Croatian, Rumanian & Turkish Folk Melodies (2022)
ii. Song of Mourning - Ağıt - "Lament"
8. Dinuk Wijeratne - Sonata for Violin & Piano (2022)
ii. Flautist on the Rock: with tranquil stillness

12. Sheila Silver - "Resilient Earth" Solo Violin Caprices (2022)
iii. Teeming with Life
13. Dinuk Wijeratne - Sonata for Violin & Piano (2022)
iii. Moto Perpetuo
14. Sheila Silver - "Resilient Earth" Solo Violin Caprices (2022)
iv. The Lost Nigun
15. Serbo-Croatian, Rumanian & Turkish Folk Melodies (2022)
iii. Falcon Song - Pjevaj mi, pjevaj, sokole - "Sing my
falcon"
Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

Serbo-Croatian, Rumanian & Turkish Folk Melodies:
recorded by Millmann-Parry (1907-1914)
transcribed by Béla Bartók (1936)
arranged by Emmanuel Vukovich (2022)
i. Morning Song - Şafağın Ağzı - "Mouth of the Dawn"
ii. Song of Mourning - Ağıt - "Lament"
iii. Falcon Song - Pjevaj mi, pjevaj, sokole - "Sing my falcon"
Emmanuel Vukovich - violin
Philippe Sly - voice & hurdy-gurdy

Béla Bartók - Sonata for Solo Violin Sz. 117, BB 124 (1944)
i. Tempo di ciaccona
ii. Fuga: Risoluto non troppo vivo
iii. Melodia: Adagio
iv. Presto
Emmanuel Vukovich - violin

Sheila Silver - "Resilient Earth" Solo violin Caprices (2022)
i. The Chipmunks & the Owl
ii. Stillness by the Pond
iii. Teeming with Life
iv. The Lost Nigun

Zosha Di Castri - Patina for solo violin (2018)
contemplative, intimate, earthy tone
Emmanuel Vukovich - violin

Dinuk Wijeratne - Sonata for violin & Piano (1998)
i. Intrada: Allegro - Meno mosso e rubato - Gently
ﬂowing
ii. Flautist on the Rock: with tranquil stillness
iii. Moto Perpetuo
Emmanuel Vukovich - violin
Katherine Dowling - piano

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February
2022

Bartók and Peasant Music
When Béla Bartók and Zoltán Kodály ﬁrst embarked on their research of
Eastern European peasant music, they discovered, somewhat to their initial
surprise, that folk music was not constructed on scales with a strong
major-minor or tonic-dominant tonal relationship, but was instead, built on the
pentatonic and ancient ecclesiastical modes. Bartók came to the conclusion
that atonality and peasant music were not only not incompatible, but
‘completely compatible,’ and that folk melodies could be adapted to atonal
contexts without losing any of their ‘vigor or identity.’

One cannot

underestimate the profound inﬂuence that this discovery of Peasant music
exerted upon Bartók’s compositional process. For him, folk music was a creation
of Nature as much as it was the creation of human culture and amounted to
what he called an “unexpected, delightful, and inspirational exposure to the
unadulterated

outpourings

of

Nature

in

musical

form.”

“Folk music is the sum of all those melodies which were used in some kind of a
human community over a smaller or larger area for a certain length of time, as
spontaneous expressions of musical instinct. To put it simply, folk music is
composed of melodies which were sung by many people and for a long time.”
Béla Bartók, Our Folk Music and the Folk Music of Neighbouring Peoples, 1952

“Peasant music, in the strict sense of the word, must be
regarded as a natural phenomenon; the forms in which it
manifests itself are due to the instinctive transforming power
of the community. It is the outcome of changes wrought by a
natural force whose operation is unconscious; it is impulsively
created by a community of men who have had no schooling; it
is as much a natural product as are the various forms of
animal and vegetable life. For this reason, the individuals of
which it consists - the single tunes - are so many examples of
high artistic perfection. In their small way, they are as perfect
as the grandest masterpieces of musical art. They are, indeed,
classical models of the way in which a musical idea can be
expressed in all its freshness and shapeliness – in short, in the
very best possible way, in the briefest possible form and with
the simplest of means.”
Béla Bartók, Essays “Relation of Folk Song to the Development
of the Art of our Time”

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

Challenging the Limits of Tonality in Bartok’s Solo Violin Sonata
Written at the height of World War II, Béla Bartók’s Solo Violin Sonata honours the profound musical legacy of J.S. Bach’s solo violin Sonatas & Partitas and the
rich heritage of Eastern European folk music while simultaneously gazing toward future generations of violinists and audiences as it challenges the limits of
tonality and violin technique alike. Bartók’s attempt to transcend the expanding divide of his time between 19th-century chromaticism and 20th-century
atonality resulted in his discovery of modal dualism in peasant music in which two or more different modes (i.e. major/minor modes) can exist simultaneously as a
dual structure. This capacity to synthesize “centuries of Western European art music with the modernist experiments of his contemporaries through an
integration of Eastern European folk and peasant music” is the unique feature of Bartók’s musical legacy.
The Solo Violin Sonata was written during the ﬁnal years of the Bartók’s life during which time he had been invited to conduct research on a collection of Folk
Melodies at Columbia University. Despite dire ﬁnancial struggles and increasing failing health, Bartók produced some of his greatest works during tdhese ﬁnal
years. The violinist József Szigeti contacted Serge Koussevitzky to commission an orchestral work for the Boston Symphony. The Concerto for Orchestra,
completed in October 1943, was the outcome of this commission. It restored Bartók’s courage to compose and became one of his most popular pieces alongside
the Second Violin Concerto (1938) which was being performed throughout the United States and Europe by violinist Yehudi Menuhin. When Menuhin ﬁrst met
Bartok, in November, 1943, he already knew about the composer’s ﬁnancial struggles, and immediately introduced the idea of commissioning a solo violin work.
Accepting Menuhin’s $500 commission, Bartók composed the Sonata for Solo Violin between February and mid-March 1944, while in Asheville, North Carolina.
The score is dated March 14, 1944.
On November 26th, 1944, Menuhin premiered the Solo Sonata at Carnegie Hall in the presence of the composer. The conductor Antal Dorati, who ﬁrst
encouraged Menuhin to perform Bartók’s music, proclaimed it a “ﬁendishly difﬁcult work” and Menuhin called it “a work of wild contrasts.” According to Menuhin,
the ﬁrst movement, marked Tempo di Ciaccona “translates the greatest of Bach’s solo violin works into Hungarian idiom, free but disciplined. It is a grandiose
movement of daunting breadth of expression.” The ciaccona term, however, indicates the pace, rather than the form of the movement which Bartók sets in
sonata-allegro form. Menhuin claimed that the second movement, Fuga, “is perhaps the most aggressive, even brutal, music that I have ever played.” The
exposition of this movement follows the structure of a genuine Baroque fugue. The third movement, Melodia. “expresses complete serenity” and is an exploration
of variation features in da Capo aria form (ABA). The fourth movement, titled Presto, features fast, elusive, dancelike rhythms written in Rondo form.
Emmanuel Vukovich, 2022

Domaine Forget, Charlevoix, Quebec, February 2022

“RESILIENT EARTH”
Four Solo Violin Caprices
By
Sheila Silver

World Premiere Recording

Extended Timbral Technique in Silver's “Resilient Earth” Solo Violin Caprices
Between July 2020 and October 2021, Sheila Silver composed “Resilient Earth” - four virtuoso Caprices for solo violin. Drawing on her extensive knowledge of
North Indian Classical music, Sheila has developed a unique musical language using Hindustani ragas as a basis for pitch collections. According to Monier
Williams, the etymology of raga is the Sanskrit word for describing the process of colouring and dyeing, or of giving a hue or tint to something. In ancient
Indian music, raga refers to the colouring of the listener’s inner state or emotional experience through sound. Every raga is a different musical colouring used
to create a speciﬁc feeling or mood through its particular collection of pitches..
Similar to the way in which Bartok’s music integrates Eastern Peasant Folk music with Western atonilty, Sheila has also developed her own unique musical
language synthesizing Western classical music with Hindustani raga. Through these Caprices, Sheila has succeeded to advance artistic practice in the solo
violin literature and to expand performance practice and compositional language for extended timbral technique on the violin.
I am deeply grateful to Sheila for the special honour and privilege of helping to create and premiere these new Caprices. While I have composed and
performed my own music and premiered compositions by other composers before, this was a unique experience of having a new work written for me and to
be able to participate in its creation. I believe that the humourous storyline of these works (which can be narrated in a few words), and their beautiful singing
melodic passages will prove them to be immediately accessible to new audiences.
Sheila is an avid gardener and I have often visited her home in upstate New York, helping her with garden work and also going on walks discussing music and
life. Throughout the process of their creation, our collaboration and discussions have yielded inspired conversations and new musical understanding. Our
shared connection with both music and nature has led to discussing the possibility of a new violin concerto to be titled “Earth Canticles” Concerto for violin
and Orchestra.
I am deeply grateful to Sheila for these four new works which strive to reconnect us with each other and the natural world in humour, humility and an
understanding of the nature of life.
Emmanuel Vukovich, 2022

Dinuk Wijeratne
Sonata for Violin & Piano

Timbre as a Function of Form in Wijeratne’s Sonata for Violin & Piano
Composed in 1998 during his second year of undergraduate studies at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, the Sonata for Violin & Piano is
one of Dinuk’s earliest compositions which he describes as “a young person’s piece” that still holds up today. The work reﬂects his own biographical and
musical journey from East to West marking his ﬁrst compositional venture into synthesizing and integrating Eastern and Western musical languages and
giving him the courage to pursue an artistic career in defying and bridging perceived musical and cultural barriers. In 1999 Dinuk and I crossed paths at
The Juilliard School , however, it would be 20 years later, in 2019, that we re-connected and began discussing possibilities for collaborating around a
recording of his Sonata.
The ﬁrst movement of the Sonata exempliﬁes a fully developed sonata-allegro form. A short introduction presents the polarized binary motives of the
entire work in the opening two measures: a rhythmic and vertical gesture announced by the piano (m1) followed by a lyrical recitative in the violin (m2-3).
The underlying intervallic motive in both gestures, however, which spans the ﬁrst three measures and continues throughout the entire work, is the rising
third outlined in the violin’s ﬁrst three pitches A-BFlat-C. The piano then takes up the melodic recitative in octaves (m3) and separates into a rhythmic
ostinato line (on F) in the left hand and sporadic interjections of melodic fragments in the right hand (m7). The introduction then merges into the
beginning of the exposition at ‘A’ (m8) with a complete statement of the ﬁrst theme in octaves between both instruments (m10). A two bar metric
disruption (m14-15) announces a new rhythmic gesture in the violin in duplet 16ths (m16) in preparation of the anticipated second theme. This transition
culminates with an eruption of the ostinato, duple motive and triplet fragments all increasing in frequency, duration and intensity toward their climatic
arrival on a sweeping arpeggiated F major (m22) preparing - a rhythmically elongated statement of the ﬁrst theme in octaves in the piano accompanied
by an obligato duple rhythm in the violin.
The middle movement evokes the free improvisational character and timbre of a Bansuri ﬂute around the pitches of Dinuk’s favourite raga, raga
Charukeshi. The ﬁnal movement is a fearless and virtuosic tour-de-force celebrating the achievement of this trail-blazing work.
Emmanuel Vukovich, 2022

Timbral in Zosha Di Castri’s Patina
Patina was written for violinist Jenny Koh as a part of her Shared Madness initiative, in which she prompted several composer
friends to create miniatures on the topic of virtuosity. Interestingly, when we ﬁrst met Jenny revealed that she secretly hates
Paganini (though perhaps I should not broadcast this), and so I decided I would need to re-think what virtuosity could mean
to me. Rather than exploring the dazzling brilliance of a million notes played at break-neck speed with forceful dynamics, I
mine the great skill and depth of intention required to perform something incredibly delicate, timbrally subtle, and intimate. I
am convinced that though this may be a less ﬂashy interpretation, only a truly exceptional musician can execute it
masterfully. This piece is dedicated to Fred Lerdahl in honor of his retirement from Columbia University, and pays tribute to
some of his ideas on timbral hierarchies.
Zosha Di Castri, 2022

“Pour

moi

vous

êtes

un

grand,

un

vrai

musicien.

Merci pour ce moment inoubliable.” - Yannick Nézet-Séguin
Canadian violinist, composer and collaborative leader EMMANUEL
VUKOVICH is emerging internationally as an artist of technical virtuosity,
musical integrity, and artistic maturity. He has performed as soloist,
chamber musician, and orchestral leader across North and South America,
Australia and Europe including the Vienna Philharmoniker, Metropolitain
Opera Orchestra and the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra. Dr. Vukovich is the
founder and artistic director of The Parcival Project, an international artistic
collaborative which has toured internationally and is currently co-creating a
new and original contemporary musical narrative of Wolfram von
Eschenbach’s Grail myth: Parzival & Feireﬁz - A New Narrative.
A three-time recipient of the Canada Council for the Arts Instrument Bank,
Emmanuel performs on a 1753 Giovanni Bapttista Guadagnini violin (on
generous loan) and bows made by Francois Malot and Ludwig Bausch.
Emmanuel wishes to thank his teachers and mentors Phil Setzer, Eugene
Druker, Sheila Silver and Ida Bieler for their dedication in preserving and
passing down the tradition of great music making to future generations.

Praised by the New York Times for her “crystalline
performances, gestural expressiveness, and careful
attention to color”, and by the Boston Globe for her
“effortless incisiveness”, award-winning Canadian
pianist Dr. KATHERINE DOWLING has performed
across

North

America

and

Europe.

Equally

compelling as a solo, collaborative, and ensemble
player, she has performs as a member of the New
Fromm Players of the Tanglewood Music Center,
Gruppo Montebello ensemble (Etcetera label), and
enjoys close associations with The Orlando Festival,
The Banff Centre, the Aldeburgh Festival, and the
Avaloch

Farm

Music

Institute.

She credits her teacher Gil Kalish as the major
inﬂuence in her musical life.

Bass-baritone PHILIPPE SLY has gained international recognition for his
“beautiful, blooming tone and magnetic stage presence” (San Francisco
Chronicle). Mr. Sly is the ﬁrst prize winner of the prestigious Concours
Musical International de Montréal and a grand prize winner
Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions singing the varied
repertoire of Mozart, Bach, Handel, Stravinsky and Wagner. Mr. Sly holds
a Bachelor of Music degree in voice performance from McGill
University’s Schulich School of Music in Montreal. After winning the MET
National Council Auditions, Mr. Sly became a member of the ensemble
at the Canadian Opera Company, followed by the San Francisco Opera’s
Merola Program and Adler Fellowship.
Among his projects in 22/23, Don Giovanni and Le Nozze di Figaro in
Vienna, Semele in Munich, Lakmé in Zurich, Alcinaat at the Metropolitan
Opera in New York and The Exterminating Angel at the Opéra National
de Paris. In concert, he will sing Mozart’s Requiem with the NAC
Orchestra in Ottawa and at the Konzerthaus Berlin, as well as St
Matthew Passion with the New York Philharmonic.

SHEILA SILVER has written in a wide range of mediums, from solo
instrumental to large orchestral works, from opera to feature ﬁlm scores.
“Only a few composers in any generation enliven the art form with their
musical language and herald new directions in music. Sheila Silver is
such a visionary.” (Wetterauer Zeitung, Germany)
Her opera, A Thousand Splendid Suns, based on the international
best-selling novel by Khaled Hosseini and commissioned by Seattle Opera,
will have its main stage premiere in February, 2023. In order to develop a
musical vocabulary with which to evoke the color of Afghanistan in this
opera, Sheila made several trips to India to study Hindustani music with
Pandit Kedar Narayan Bodas. This Hindustani sound world has ﬁltered into
many of her recent compositions, including Resilient Earth, Caprices for
Solo Violin.
Her honors include a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Sackler Prize in Opera;
two Opera America Toulmin awards; Bunting Institute Fellowship; Rome
Prize; Prix de Paris, American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters
Composer Award and numerous grants and commissions. Her music is
performed internationally.

ZOSHA DI CASTRI is a Canadian composer/pianist
living in New York. Her work (which has been
performed in Canada, the US, South America, Asia,
and Europe) extends beyond purely concert music
including projects with electronics, sound arts, and
collaborations with video and dance. She has worked
with

such

Symphony,

ensembles
San

and

Francisco

artists

as

the

BBC

Symphony,

the

L.A.

Philharmonic, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the
New

York

Philharmonic,

Montreal

Symphony

Orchestra, the Toronto Symphony Orchestra, the
National Arts Centre Orchestra, the Tokyo Symphony,
Amazonas Philharmonic, ICE, Wet Ink, Ekmeles, JACK
Quartet, Yarn/Wire, the NEM, Talea Ensemble, and
Barbara Hannigan among others.
Zosha is the Francis Goelet Assistant Professor of Music
at Columbia University and a 2021 Guggenheim fellow.

One of Canada's most performed composers, Sri Lankan-born
Canadian DINUK WIJERATNE is a JUNO and multi-award-winning
musician who has been described by the New York Times as
'exuberantly creative' and by the Toronto Star as ‘an artist who reﬂects
a positive vision of our cultural future’. His boundary-crossing,
'East-West' work sees him equally at home in collaborations with
symphony orchestras and string quartets, tabla players and DJs, and
takes him to international venues as poles apart as the Berlin
Philharmonie and the North Sea Jazz Festival. He was featured as a
main character in 'What would Beethoven do?' - the documentary
about innovation in Classical music featuring Eric Whitacre, Bobby
McFerrin and Ben Zander.
Dinuk’'s 2022 projects include performances/collaborations with
Canada's National Arts Centre Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony,
the National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain, the Banff International
String Quartet Competition, and the Grammy-winning baritone Elliot
Madore.

MARTHA DE FRANCISCO is a leading record producer/engineer for
classical music (Tonmeister) as well as a professor of Sound
Recording at McGill University in Montreal. She has established a
prominent international career collaborating for the major record
labels with distinguished soloists and symphony orchestras in
Europe and the Americas. She has recorded at hundreds of venues
around the world. Her discography is extensive, and her recordings
have

received

numerous

major

awards

and

distinctions.

A pioneer of digital recording and editing during the 1980s, as a
researcher de Francisco has led interdisciplinary studies in timbre
and musical blending, as well as innovative research projects on
music performance in virtual acoustics and auditory analysis. As an
educator she complements her main teaching appointment at
McGill University with invited guest lectures and masterclasses at
leading schools for higher education in audio in Europe, Asia, North
and South America.

MARY FRANK (b. 1933, London, England) is a sculptor, painter,
photographer, and ceramic artist, and a ﬁerce advocate for human
rights. Frank’s work is in the collections of the Metropolitan, Whitney
and Brooklyn Museums and numerous private collections.
Frank has collaborated with Terry Tempest Williams, Peter
Matthiessen, Bread and Puppet Theater and Peter Kayafas.
Represented by DC Moore Gallery and Elena Zang Gallery in New
York, Mary Frank lives and works in New York City and Bearsville,
New York.
“Endlessly I ask myself- what is art for? The list changes.
When people make music they inhale, connect their eyes
and, on exhalation, begin the music- I would love to make
that moment visible.
A body of work is a wonderful expression. The feet, the space
between the bones, the sigh, the scream, the wings, the eyes,
the connective tissue in us and between all living things.”
- Mary Frank, 2022

